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the narrations in this book are better than those in the al maarifa al kubra. there are also narrations about the virtues of the companions of the prophet in this book, which were not mentioned in al maarifa al kubra. allama tabarani said, "al-tabaqat al-kubra is the best book of its kind. it is the best work on tabaqat, and it is the most
important book on tabaqat, for it is a book written on the basis of authentic traditions. it is also the best book in terms of its size. it is the largest work of its kind." tabaqat al-urda by allama muhammad ali, a prominent figure of our times and scholar of the highest eminence, is a major addition to the list of tabaqat in the urdu language.
it would be in a slightly different direction. its objective is not to describe the lives and works of all the great personalities of islam but to narrate the lives of those who have made significant contributions to islam in their respective fields. in a way, it is a reflection of the fact that no one is equally competent to comment on every field

of knowledge. for instance, the work begins by narrating the lives of the last five of the holy prophetsas. in a sense it is a historicized version of the tabaqat al-ihya by ibn hazm. tabaqat al-ubudiyya is a work of considerable importance. it is a concise biography of many sufi personalities of islam. however, it does not have a
chronological order. it is ordered in terms of the number of disciples of each saint. therefore, the biography of a saint is placed in his place of birth in the list of his disciples. it is like an encyclopedia of saints. the author has included about 100000 names. it is available in urdu, english and arabic.
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